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Background



Proposal by Russia to divide hot spot № 15

Production capacities of Volkhov aluminium plant as part of the
reorganization are divided between three independent enterprises:
− LLC «Parosilovoe hozyaystvo - Volkhov» (heat and energy generating
capacities);
− VAZ-SUAL branch of the OJSC «SUAL» «Volkhov aluminium»
(aluminium production capacity);
− CJSC Metakhim (chemical production).



Proposal to remove hot spots № 15.1, №15.2

Hot Spot Reasons for the hot spot 
designation into the HELCOM’s list 
of hot spots 

Reasons for exclusion of the 
hotspot from the HELCOM’s list of 
hot spots 

№ 15.1 - JSC «LOTEK» (former LLC 
«Parosilovoe hozyaystvo –
Volkhov»)

The «Volkhov Aluminium Plant» 
(hot spot №15) was included in the 
HELCOM’s list of hot spots as one 
of the largest polluters of the 
Ladoga Basin having a negative 
impact on 

Enterprise’s insignificant negative 
impact on environment. Its activity 
aimed at heat and electricity 
production only, which has a minor 
impact on the environment. 

№ 15.2 - VAZ-SUAL branch of the 
OJSC «SUAL» «Volkhov aluminium»

All the manufacturing equipment is 
dismantled, the plant doesn’t work, 
there is no negative impact on the 
environment. 



Proposal to remove hot spots № 49, № 50, № 69
Hot Spot Reasons for the hot spot designation 

into the HELCOM’s list of hot spots 
Reasons for exclusion of the hotspot from the 
HELCOM’s list of hot spots 

№ 49 - OJSC «Sovetsky
PPM», LLC «Atlas-Market» 

The enterprise was included in the 
HELCOM's list of hot spots as a large 
contributor of pollutants (pulp and 
paper industry) into the Neman River 
and the atmosphere. 

Negative environmental impact of LLC «Atlas-
Market», as an assignee of OJSC «Sovetsky PPM», 
is moderate and, as a rule, does not exceed the 
norms set by the environmental legislation of the 
Russian Federation. 

№ 50 - LLC «Nemansky
PPM» 

The enterprise was included in the 
HELCOM's list of hot spots as a large 
contributor of pollutants (pulp and 
paper industry) into the Neman River. 

No environmental impact due to the termination 
of production activities at LLC «Nemansky PPM». 
(The company is being managed by a liquidation 
committee).

№ 69.1, 69.2 - JSC 
«Tsepruss», LLC «Tsepruss» 

The enterprise was included in the list 
as a source of significant discharges of 
pollutants (pulp and paper industry) 
into the Pregolya river and emissions 
into the atmosphere. 

Negative impact on the environment from the hot 
sub-spots 69.1 and 69.2 is moderate and is within 
the limits set by Russian environmental legislation 
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